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From Concept  
to Volume Production
Whatever you need to control — from motion to temperature 
to flow — Controller Service and Sales can design, build, 
test, and service a control panel for it. 

Controller Service specializes in controls…and only controls. 
Consequently, it designs more controls in a month than most 
engineering departments do in several years.  In fact, many 
well-known OEMs rely on Controller Service to design (and 
build) their controls. Outsourcing design and production to 
Controller Service not only reduces their development costs 
for controls, it dramatically reduces their time-to-market.  

Controller Service’s experienced, knowledgeable applications 
engineers can take your design from a rough concept to fully 
operational and tested units in no time.

With in-house assembly capabilities, Controller Service can 
easily produce prototypes for engineering review and beta 
site testing. And once testing is completed, Controller Service 
can accommodate medium to large production volumes 
while an OEM establishes its in-house process or as an 
alternative to such in-house capabilities.

Expertise in a Wide Range 
of Control Applications
Controller Service engineers have over 100 years of combined 
expertise in a wide range of control applications including:

Temperature	 •	pH•	
Flow	 •	Pressure•	
Timing	/	sequencing	 •	Volume•	
Humidity	 •	Viscosity•	
Electrical current / voltage     …and more •	

Using	powerful	state-of-the-art	microprocessor-based	PLCs,	
these engineers can develop control panels with the capability 
of managing multiple process variables simultaneously.

Controller Service engineers are certified to work on designs 
involving	UL	508,	CE,	Intrinsic	Safety,	and	hazardous	locations.

Advanced Design Capabilities
Controller Service has the experience and expertise to serve 
OEMs as a contract engineering department.

If you already have a design, Controller Service can refine, 
test, and debug it for you. If you have nothing more than a 
rough concept, Controller’s engineers can work with you to 
bring it to life – in many cases faster and at a lower cost 
than your in-house engineering department.

With shrinking budgets and staffs, many OEMs lack 
the in-house resources to keep up with ever increasing  
workloads. Taking advantage of Controller Service’s control 
panel design expertise allows these OEMs to achieve 
on-time completion of projects and faster time to market.  
And reducing the workload of their in-house engineering 
department permits them to refocus their efforts, get 
lagging projects back on schedule, and exploit new,  
unforeseen opportunities that may arise.
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PLC Programming
Controller Service offers programming capabilities for all 
major	 PLCs	 including	 ABB,	 Bosch,	 Cutler-Hammer,	 Fuji	
Electric,	 GE	 Fanuc,	 Hitachi,	 Honeywell,	 IDEC,	 Mitsubishi,	
Modicon,	 Rockwell	 Automation/Allen-Bradley,	 Schneider	
Electric, Siemens, Toshiba, Yokagawa, and others.

In addition to the programming required for new  
development projects, Controller Service also offers 
programming	support	for	older,	foreign,	or	obsolete	PLCs.	

Kitting
In conjunction with its design and assembly capabilities, 
Controller Service can purchase and kit all the components 
needed for original assembly of panels, field updates, 
maintenance, or upgrades.

For many customers, this service reduces the burden on 
their purchasing department and stockrooms. 

Assembly
Controller Service’s assembly capabilities allow OEMs the 
flexibility to:

 Quickly and easily produce prototypes for engineering •	
review and beta site testing

 Rapidly ramp up production (even while in-house  •	
production processes are still being developed

 Supplement limited in-house production capacity for •	
either the short- or long-term

	Limit	the	investment	and	risk	associated	with	introducing	•	
new products  

Depending	 on	 the	 scope	 and	 complexity	 of	 the	 project,	
Controller Service can accommodate production volumes of 
up to 2000 units per month.

Full Documentation
Upon completion of all design work, Controller Service 
provides customers with a full set of documentation 
including complete engineering drawings, bills of material, 
specifications, etc. 

In addition, Controller Service maintains a complete set of 
documentation for customer and field service support. 

Knowledgeable, Responsive 
Field Service
Controller Service field service commissions new systems, 
provides routine or emergency maintenance on exiting 
systems, and performs field upgrades.

In-house field service engineers — armed with complete 
project documentation and full access to the company’s 
design engineers — also provide prompt, expert telephone 
support to OEMs, contractors, and maintenance personnel. 
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1-800-584-5565
controllerservice.com

11 Robbie Road
Avon, MA  02322

FAX: (508) 513-1100

70 Ernest Street
Providence, RI  02905

FAX: (401) 781-3280


